The following guidelines are based on the *MLA Handbook* (8th edition). Two examples are provided:

1. Newspaper article (p. 2)
2. Article from a law review (p. 3)

**DOIs, URLs, & Accession Numbers**

- Because articles in Nexis Uni do not have a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) or a record number, your citation should include a URL instead.

- Article URLs in Nexis Uni cannot be accessed outside of MCC. Because of that, you should use the URL for the Nexis Uni homepage instead:
  login.ezproxy.mccneb.edu/login?url=http://www.nexisuni.com

- If the URL takes up more than one line, do not insert spaces or hyphens to force a break. Use your computer’s Enter/Return key instead.
Example 1: Newspaper article

Database screenshot:

MLA citation:

Example 2: Article from a law review

Your citation should include the full title of the law review not the abbreviated title. To view it, look under About This Document in the upper right corner of the screen.

MLA citation: